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I was privileged to attend the 2016 Leadership Institute for Academic Librarians (LIAL) at the
Harvard Graduate School of Education July 31-August 5 in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Started
in 1999 at the suggestion of Maureen Sullivan, then president of the Association of College &
Research Libraries (ACRL), this Institute is geared for those who want to learn more about
leadership in general and, more specifically, their own aptitude and skills for leading at any level
of an organization.
Most of the learning occurred during large group sessions, where, using the Discussion
Teaching Method (1), Joe Zolner, Joan Gallos, James Honan, Chris Dede, Maureen Sullivan, and
Lisa Lahey skillfully managed our group of approximately 85, never truly lecturing, always
encouraging discussion and guiding us to our “learning edge” – the place where we experience
so much cognitive dissonance that we have no choice but to learn. As an educator, watching
the Institute faculty manage adult learners in a large group setting was a treat that often
seemed like a master class in teaching.
At least once a day, we met in a small group, selected to represent librarians with varying levels
of leadership experience from a wide variety of institutions, library types, and locations.
Operating within the overall LIAL cone of silence (“what happens at LIAL, stays at LIAL”), our
group shared personal and sensitive experiences, prompted by the discussions in the large
group sessions. We quickly developed a sense of trust and I looked forward to our daily
meetings.
Why I wanted to attend
I have always believed in the power of leading in place or leading from the middle. You don’t
have to be in a high level ‘official’ leadership role to provide leadership. Throughout my career I
have worked to identify areas where I can influence the library’s direction and partnerships
with the greater campus community. Seeking areas where the library can build new
partnerships, all while maintaining our high level of service is a challenge. To do so, we often
need to look at ‘sacred cows’, questioning what we are doing that no longer truly holds value
for the library and our stakeholders. The Harvard LIAL offered me the time and community to
explore these ideas, in a setting where my own ‘sacred cows’ could be challenged.
In my 30-something years as a librarian, I have learned a lot, by trial and error, sometimes even
intentionally, about leadership. Some of that knowledge has been more in the what-not-to-do
arena, much has been by openly observing excellent leaders in action and trying to emulate

their successes. The Leadership Institute offered the opportunity to explore leadership issues
and theories in a more deliberate and focused manner.
The best things I learned
So much of the learning is still sinking in, even several weeks later. I find myself reflecting on
three learning highlights.
1. In our small group, we discussed that the constant change we all are experiencing really
isn’t happening any more or less often than ever. Our reaction to change is what is,
well, for lack of a better word, changing! What we really need is to embrace tools and
techniques for helping ourselves and others adjust to and, even, welcome change.
2. We spent a lot of time learning about and discussion the four frames (Structural, Human
Resources, Political, and Symbolic), a conceptual framework developed by Lee Bolman
and Joan Gallos in 1984 and detailed for the academic setting in their book, Reframing
Academic Leadership (2). We learned about our primary frame view and how to look at
situations from the perspective of the other frames. This technique is helpful in trying
to gain perspective. The best leaders try to develop the ability to slow down and view
an opportunity or problem from all four frames using frame mapping – sorting through
the complexities of an organizational situation by identifying what issues fit into which
frame.
3. Many of the discussions involve the step of slowing down and/or gaining a broader
perspective on a problem, difficult relationship, or opportunity to create change or
propose a new path. Taking the time to stop and observe, trying to really see all aspects
of a situation can provide the necessary focus needed to plan a more successfully
approach. When approaching an important proposal or problem, I should be asking
several questions: What am I missing? Who are the people who should be involved?
How am I stuck? How will this affect the library and the larger organization?
How I will use the info I gained
In addition to writing this report, I’m sharing my experience with my library and individual
colleagues through a staff development session and individual coaching sessions. I created a
reading list of all the books and other publications mentioned by the faculty during the week,
included at the end. I’ve started reading some of those texts, the first was Edgar Schein’s b ook
on Humble Inquiry, a harder than it seems premise of asking questions about what you don’t
know, rather than always telling what you (and often your listener) already know.
Finally, I plan to work hard to embrace the naysayers, those who are eager to tell you why an
idea won’t work. As difficult as it may be to hear how my brilliant idea won’t work, these
honest discussions can help me polish and improve the project proposal.
The Harvard Leadership Institute for Academic Librarians was a transformative experience. I
encourage anyone interested in building their leadership skills to attend.
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